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Report of the Trustees
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Mr. Mazen Masri
Baroness Tonge
Mrs. Valerie Yorke.

Mrs. Caroline Qutteneh
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he political situation has continued to
affect the daily lives of Palestinian
families throughout Palestine during
2007/08, limiting our development work and
reducing the outcomes of our projects to a
greater extent than in previous years. The
increasingly harsh access and movement
restrictions imposed to people and goods by
Israel have caused greatest suffering, reaching
crisis level in Gaza which has been under
siege for over 18 months. It is most shocking
that 1.5 million Palestinians in Gaza are
continually unable to guarantee fuel supplies
for hospitals and for pumping water and
sewage. Health levels are deteriorating; the
incidence of severe malnutrition is rising due
to the lack of availability and quality of basic
food items including fresh fruit and
vegetables, and hospitals are regularly without
stock of key pharmaceutical supplies. Welfare
Association projects have proceeded in Gaza
but in extremely difficult circumstances and

T

with less effect. For example a project we
planned in 2008 to plant 100 home gardens
to produce fresh vegetables locally and
including training for local communities etc,
by June 2008 had to be reduced to 60 gardens
as scarcity of goods meant that prices had
increased. This makes our funds less effective
and reduces our project outcomes.
In Lebanon during May to September 2007,
intense fighting between the Lebanese Army
and the non-Palestinian Fatah al-Islam group
caused the displacement of all 30,000
residents from the Nahr el Bared Palestinian
Refugee Camp, located north of Tripoli. The
camp had been established to shelter refugees
in the aftermath of the 1948 war in Palestine.
The 2007 conflict caused the destruction of
85% of the camp’s infrastructure and its
surrounding area including the electricity
grid, sewage and water mains, all roads, and
the vast majority of commercial and
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Report of the Trustees
residential buildings (80% in the camp
and 40% in the adjacent area). Economic
activity stopped, and household earners
were without income. In 2008, we were
pleased to be awarded a new grant from
the Big Lottery Fund for a four year
project that will address the mental and
physical health needs of the most
vulnerable families displaced from the
camp, as well as providing targeted
micro-credit projects to be established in
parallel with vocational training refresher
courses linked to employment services, to
restore household incomes.
During the (Jan – Dec) 2007 financial
year, Welfare Association raised over
£600,000 and income net of costs was
£585,685. This income came from the
general public, the European
Commission (E. C.) and UK trusts and
foundations. The funds raised were lower
than in the previous year as there was no
fundraising dinner in 2007, the dinner is
usually held every three years. Total
expenditure in 2007 (£703,103) was
greater than the income received due to
ongoing projects funded from the
fundraising dinner in 2006 and funds
carried over at the end of that year.
During 2007, we received our first funds
from the E.C. Humanitarian Office for a
project in Palestine – the Al Sawarha
water and sanitation programme in Gaza
(£132,031); in total, we received

4

£252,736 from the EC in 2007. The total
funds received from The Independent
Christmas Appeal were in excess of
£110,000 and we are extremely
appreciative of this important support
from the public and The Independent.
Further articles on our projects appearing
in The Independent in 2007 are included
in this Annual Review.

We would like to thank our
programmes colleagues overseas and
our NGO partners all of whom
continue to do inspiring work in very
difficult conditions.

Destruction in Naher El Bared Camp
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The Welfare Association Activities 2007/8
Introduction
The Welfare Association is an
international, non-governmental, nonpolitical, non-religious organisation
established in 1993. It is constituted
under a Memorandum and Articles of
Association incorporated on 13th April
1993 and is registered with the Charity
Commission and with Companies House
(as a company limited by guarantee and
without share capital).
The charity’s main objects are:
‘The advancement of education, the
relief of sickness and the protection and
preservation of health and the relief of
poverty for the benefit of inhabitants of
Palestine, Israel, Lebanon and Jordan
(and in particular the communities in the
West Bank and Gaza areas).’
Welfare Association has continued to
undertake emergency humanitarian relief
work as conditions have deteriorated
dramatically in the last couple of years.
The trustees work to meet the objectives
of the charity by supporting the most
vulnerable communities and the most
marginalised sectors of society with
longer term sustainable development
programmes where possible. In line with
the charity's aims and objectives and the
priorities set by the trustees, and on the
basis of a process of continuous needs
assessment in consultation with local
communities and local partners, projects

are designed in the field and subsequently
discussed and approved by the trustees.
The activities currently carried out by the
charity can be broadly categorised in the
following groups of programmes:
• Health programmes includes

working with hospitals in East
Jerusalem, community-based
rehabilitation programme in Gaza,
needs assessment for water & sanitation
programme in Gaza, psychosocial
interventions and upgrading of
recreational facilities.
• Education programmes with an

inclusive education training programme
supporting children with disabilities in
Lebanon, and a schools health
programme in Palestine. A component
of training and capacity building runs
through many of our programmes with
the aim of upgrading skills and
enabling self-sustainability when the
programme ends.
• Other sustainable development

programmes with the most
vulnerable people includes the
development of agriculture in the West
Bank and Gaza (food security
programme).

sewerage network in Gaza, the ongoing
Gaza emergency appeal and emergency
support for Lebanon.
• Small UK education programme

awareness-raising within the UK of our
programmes and of the situation
affecting our project beneficiaries
overseas.
The charity delivers on its
objectives in two ways:
• by direct delivery though Welfare

Association staff, and
• by managing projects in partnership

with local NGOs and United Nations
Relief and Works Agency
Projects implemented in co-operation
with our partner NGOs in Palestine and
Lebanon are extremely important as this
mechanism enables Welfare Association
to work with the most marginalised
communities and sectors of the society in
the most appropriate and cost-effective
ways, whilst ensuring full local
consultation in planning, training and
skills upgrading. This ultimately
contributes to project sustainability by
helping enable continuation of services
when projects end.

• Emergency humanitarian relief
programmes in Palestine and
Lebanon includes installation of a new

5
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Health
Programmes
In addition to the following projects in
this category listed below, Welfare
Association also conducted two needs
assessments in preparation for projects
anticipated for 2008. These relate to
water and sanitation priorities in Gaza
and recreational facilities/football pitch
upgrade needs in the West Bank.
East Jerusalem Hospitals
Co-ordination Project A number of
key activities were co-ordinated between
the Palestinian Hospitals in East
Jerusalem to improve the quality and
cost-effectiveness of the services offered
and the quality of patient care overall.
This project ended in 2006. The EC then
approved the final report and the final
grant was transferred in 2007. Each of
the hospitals now has a five year plan and
the East Jerusalem Hospital Network has
been legally established and registered.
East Jerusalem Hospitals Project –
Contract for Specialised Services
This 18-month EC-funded project aimed
to improve the quality, accessibility and
sustainability of specialised services at the
five East Jerusalem hospitals and to
encourage service-sharing and
cooperation. It was completed in 2006.
The final report was approved by the EC
and the final grant was transferred during
2007. This project was complementary
and ran in parallel to the East Jerusalem

8

Gaza Community-Based
Rehabilitation Project With
Palestinians in Gaza facing everworsening conditions, our project team
have done their best to adapt and
maintain their out-patient visiting and
treatment schedules and therapy. Main
activities and achievements include the
following:
• Identification of more than 5,300
Asad (14 years), reading with his uncle, in Gaza

Hospitals Coordination Project. Specific
areas of specialization that were
improved include: Health Management
Information System in three hospitals,
oncology medical treatment, vitro-retinal
treatment, surgical unit, sterilisation unit,
and in-patient care for disabled children.

Childrens’ area in Al Makassed Hospital

disabled clients requiring support and
follow-up services, of whom 1,870 were
visited, assessed and supported by the
rehabilitation teams through the
project.(Assad was included in this
programme, photo above).
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Child in Al Makassed Hospital

• Physiotherapy services: The local NGO

partner: The Coordination Committee
worked in seven refugee camps, with a
total of 423 disabled persons receiving
physiotherapy services in their own
homes at least twice a week for a period
of a month. In total there were 3,500
home visits. WA partner, The Mercy
Association for Care of Children,
completed 2,512 physiotherapy sessions
for 291 disabled children at their
premises, in addition to conducting
1,200 home visits by physiotherapists to
another 40 children.

• Disability aids were purchased and

distributed by rehabilitation teams to
202 disabled clients in Gaza. These
included crutches, walking frames,
walking sticks, wheelchairs, air
mattresses, eyeglasses, hearing aids,
medical shoes, urine bags, arm slings,
knee braces, and artificial limbs, etc.
• Psychosocial interventions and therapy:

This included individual and group
therapy sessions for those with
disabilities as well home sessions with
clients families. More than 700 disabled
clients from seven refugee camps
received psychosocial support visits in
their own homes.

SHIRIN FUND - Special Fund for
Children’s Surgeries: The early care
and treatment of children born with
disabilities or those disabled through
injury in the early years of childhood is
important in order to minimise physical
and social complications and maximise
health and growth, mobility, language
acquisition and improvement of sensory
skills. In the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
there are increasing numbers of cases of
poor families seeking specialised surgical
interventions for their children but who
cannot afford the cost of hospitalisation,
even when physicians offer their services
for free.
Welfare Association proposed the support

9
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of a Special Fund for Children’s Surgeries
to support the treatment of children with
special needs. It is known as the Shirin
Fund for Children’s Surgeries, named in
memory of the daughter of UK
supporter Mrs. Sue Fortune whose
founding contribution established this
fund at the Makassed Hospital,
Jerusalem. Surgeries may include
orthopaedic, plastic, heart, eye problems,
or chemotherapy treatment. At the end of
2007, a total of 14 young children
received treatment totalling US$8,646
and surgical interventions were prioritised
for 33 more children in the first quarter
of 2008.

Recreational Facilities for Children
Welfare Association has long been
interested in upgrading recreational
facilities to improve child health,
particularly the development of football
as a sport throughout Palestine. In 2007,
two pitches were upgraded in the rural
communities of Salfeet town and Kharas
village. In Salfeet work included
upgrading the lighting system with

10

provision of a main electricity
transformer, infrastructure to hold the
lighting system and special lights. The
playground can now host local
competitions, as well as accommodate
training exercises. The Salfeet area
consists of 19 villages with a total of
70,000 inhabitants. As a result of the
project, a wider range of activities can
now take place at night in these facilities,
to the benefit of the local community. In
Kharas, the project required a new
retaining wall and renovation of the
7,000 sq. m playing area. The playground
is now hosting activities not only for the
village itself but also for football teams
from the surrounding nine villages. As
well as village teams, the playground also
offers a solution for five school teams
from the village which do not have

adequate sports venues of their own. Up
to 1,000 students are now utilising the
playground for both school and nonschool activities.

Education
Programmes
Inclusive Education Programme in
Lebanon This programme, funded by
The Big Lottery Fund, was completed in
2007. It worked to increase the number of
disabled children included in UN primary
schools in the Palestinian refugee camps
in Lebanon through a programme
including: adaptations to schools to
improve disabled access, upgrading of
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teachers’ skills to manage mixed ability
classes, working with NGOs in the
community to support children outside
the classroom and a range of activities to
enable disabled children to mix freely
with other children in a variety of
community activities that also emphasise
the rights of disabled children. A very
successful component of this programme
was the UK Study Tour for senior NGO
and UNRWA staff in Lebanon. A total of
12 senior Palestinian NGO leaders and
UNRWA staff benefited from two UK
Study Tours on “Inclusive Education
Policies and Practices for Children in the
UK”. The second study tour took place
in 2007.
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Tours included field visits to primary
schools in East London which have
adopted policies of full inclusion; a
Centre for Independent Living, which
works in the community to support the
rights of disabled children and adults; the
Children’s Development Centre; the
Newham Learning Support Services
Office; the Disability Resource Centre;
the Supporting Parents Network; and the
Inclusive Education Training Manager
(Teaching Staff) of the Inclusive
Education Team of Newham Education
Authority. This last meeting discussed
how inclusion policies are set and put into
practice and how staff are trained and
supported. Key elements of each service

were examined and delegates learned
how they worked together with other
agencies and services. Evaluation of the
Study Tours confirmed that they had
provided an extremely valuable learning
experience for all the delegates. As a
direct result of the study tours in the UK
each tour member developed a clearer
understanding of full inclusion and of the
networks usually in place to support the
development of every child to his/her
maximum potential.
School Health Programme A
number of parties have been involved in
improving the health of school children
in Palestine since 1996, when school
health committees (SHC) were
established in every school in the West
Bank and Gaza, each composed of three
teachers, one counsellor, nine students,
and two persons from the local
community. There are 1,800 such
committees and in addition, more than
700 environmental clubs have been
established in schools to promote
environmental health. These committees
are the cornerstones of school health
improvement.
School health issues include providing
safe and suitable environments and the
staff training, materials and facilities to
support healthy children. The specific
objectives of this project are to:
• Train 36 school health supervisors
• Develop the capacity of the 40

Under Siege in Gaza

teachers working directly with the
project

11
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• Implement a check-up programme for

• Assessment of schools by trained

students from 40 different primary
schools
• Conduct an awareness campaign for
12,000 students through 480 sessions
• Conduct an awareness campaign for
families to include 8,000 parents
through 160 sessions
• Empower school health committees,
and provide schools with hygiene
materials, to maintain the school
environment (especially toilets, kitchens
and safety structures).

school health coordinators to identify
and prioritise needs.
• A schedule for the schools’ physical
rehabilitation programme during the
summer 2008 vacation

By the end of 2007 the project had
achieved the following:
Improving School Infrastructure
and Environment:
• Criteria were developed for the
selection of schools to participate in
the project. A form setting out the
criteria was distributed to schools.
• Based on the forms gathered, 40
schools were chosen (30 West Bank and
10 Gaza Strip, 2 in each governorate).

Improving Student Health and
Nutrition:
• A programme of health screening for
1st, 7th and 10th grade children to
check sight and hearing. Glasses and
hearing aids will be provided to
students not covered by the Ministry of
Health.
• A life-skills training programme in
adolescent health issues including
personal hygiene and nutrition
scheduled for summer 2008.
• A programme to foster improved
nutrition practices. The promotion of
healthy snacks for young children,
healthy sandwiches for older children
and nutritional supplements as required
will be part of awareness-raising
activities to start in June 2008.

This School Health Programme is
one of the programmes funded by
The Independent Christmas
Appeal.
Supporting Children at Risk This
project focuses on particularly vulnerable
children living in marginalised
communities. The first half of the grant
was allocated to inclusion activities for
young children with disabilities and
special needs living in northern Israel. A
twelve-month programme of art therapy
workshops was planned to include these
children in activities with other children
to promote acceptance and respect
towards children with special needs.
These included children, parents,
educators and staff members of
kindergartens. The workshops promote
communication thus creating positive
relations through art and providing
support to parents to encourage them to
take an active role in decision- making
processes related to their children. The
second half of the grant was allocated to
supporting children (i). at risk of drug
addiction working with local NGO Al
Sadiq Al Tayyeb or (ii). living with a drug
dependent family member working with
Caritas, in the Old City of Jerusalem.
Following assessments of each institution’s
programmes, practical recommendations
for upgrading the services of each will be
implemented and a long term future
intervention plan will be developed.
Services for Children with Special
Needs This programme is implemented
by the Ghassan Kanafani Cultural
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Foundation, Lebanon, which works with
Palestinian children who have multiple
disabilities, as well as their families in Mar
Elias Camp (Beirut) and in Ein ElHelweh Camp (Sidon). The foundation
provides education and support services
for children and helps their families to
support them in the home environment.
They also provide information workshops
for parents and arrange events and the
distribution of information materials to
help raise awareness and understanding
of disability issues within the local
community.
Services to support Children and
Youths with Disabilities in Lebanon
This programme is implemented by the
Palestinian Disability Forum (PDF), the
Community Based Rehabilitation
Association (CBRA) and the Nabil
Badran Centre for the Disabled (NB).
Key objectives of the programme include:
(i). Developing rehabilitation, special
educational, vocational training and
psychological services for children and
youths with disabilities; (ii). organising
community awareness campaigns and
advocacy for disability rights, and (iii).
working with local communities to
promote the inclusion of children with
disabilities into kindergartens and schools
and of youths with disabilities into
vocational training centres and the labour
market.
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Supporting Children with Hearing
and Sight Impairments This project
focuses on supporting children with
sensory impairments to reduce the
likelihood of them dropping out of
school. It will also provide some assistive
aids. The project works with three main
partners: the Visually Impaired Learning
Centre of the Islamic University in Gaza,
which supports visually impaired children
from schools and institutions in the area
such as The Rehabilitation Centre for the
Trees being planted

ways to prevent this with the cooperation
of the school health unit.

Children at the Nabil Badran Centre in Lebanon

Visually Impaired, Al-Noor School for
the Visually Impaired and Al Amal
School for the Visually Impaired. With
The Central National Committee for
Rehabilitation (CNCR) the project is
working to support school children with
hearing impairments by providing
equipment for early detection of
impairments in young children, and by
providing children with audio aids as
necessary. The CNCR arranges
workshops in schools aiming to find
reasons behind hearing loss and possible

Books for Camp Libraries in
Lebanon In co-operation with BookAid
International, a shipment of several boxes
of books was sent to Lebanon, as
requested by the librarians in the refugee
camp libraries. Books were for children
and adults in requested subject areas.

Other Sustainable
Development
Programmes
Emergency Rehabilitation of
Agricultural Land to Support
Isolated Farmers and
Communities in Palestine
The agricultural sector in Palestine faces
a number of serious constraints, such as
the ongoing construction of the
Separation Wall and the increasing
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number of roadblocks and checkpoints,
all of which are having a devastating
affect on the ability of farmers to access
their land and local markets. In 2007
Welfare Association’s agricultural
activities focussed on subsistence
agriculture by encouraging sustainable
and efficient use of resources, including
available water resources, in order to
support farmers and improve family
incomes. This also included broader food
security activities that provided support
for household economies using land for
vegetable and fruit gardens in isolated
communities. In this particular project,
WA worked on rehabilitating land and
planting trees and vegetables to support
farmers most severely affected by
movement restrictions. Achievements
include: more than 20 rural families
supported in establishing home gardens
with an area of 1.5 to 2 dunums
including the installation of necessary
terracing and irrigation systems, and the
planting of almonds, grapes and figs,
intercropped with vegetables such as
tomatoes, cucumbers, etc.
Four cisterns of 70m³ capacity each, were
constructed and installed to collect rain
water and afford an additional source of
water for irrigation purposes. The project
created approximately 1,000 working
days for an average of 60 labourers. In
addition more than 50 women received
training in: Home Gardens - Best
Practices and Management, Composting
and Water Conservation Management.
1

1

A dunum equals 1000 square metres.
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wounded patients during the Israeli
incursions. Through the Emergency
Appeal we were able to restock its
medicines and medical supplies with a list
of 81 emergency medications and drugs,
34 types of medical consumables and 23
different suture items. This grant
replenished its central pharmacy stores
with emergency medications, benefiting at
least 5,600 patients.

Restocking pharmaceutical supplies – funds received from Gaza
emergency appeal and The Independent Christmas Appeal –
enabled us to provide these vital medications in Gaza

Emergency
Humanitarian Relief
Programmes
Gaza Emergency Appeal in 2007 Provision of Emergency Medicines
and Medical Supplies for Al-Ahli
Hospital
Al-Ahli is an 80-bed hospital, providing
general medical and surgical care. Each
year the hospital treats more than 30,000
outpatients, 4,000 inpatients, performs
2,700 surgeries, almost 34,500 laboratory
tests and over 6,300 radiology
examinations. In 2007, Al Ahli Hospital
was under tremendous pressure to treat
increasing numbers of injured and

Water and Sanitation Programme,
Al Sawarha, Gaza
Al-Sawarha neighbourhood is set on 400
dunums of densely populated land
(primarily sandy soil) and it is considered
to be one of the poorest areas in the
Gaza Strip. Residents are settled Bedouin
refugees originally from the Bir Saba’
region, who depend on jobs in agriculture
and in the public sector. Average monthly
income is US$ 200 per household of 10 11 persons. Residents live in simple
shelters and use cesspits which need to be
drained monthly by truck. This is very
costly. The neighbourhood’s only source
of drinking water is from a well 2km to
the east. There is daily contamination of
the water supply from overflowing
cesspits, open drainage of wastewater,
deteriorating pipes and illegal connections
that infiltrate the supply networks and
seep to the aquifer 4 metres underground,
posing a health hazard. Gaza-wide plans
to rehabilitate the water and sanitation
infrastructure have been frozen and this
project was urgently needed to connect
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Welfare Association is supporting water and sanitation needs in Gaza
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200 households in al-Sawarha to the
sewerage network in order to protect the
underground water aquifer from
household wastewater and sewage
contamination. In addition a public
health awareness campaign was run
which included: house-to-house visits to
introduce the families to the project and
explain the importance of the sewerage
network; workshops conducted during the
project to explain the expected role of
community members to protect sewerage
networks, public health, water
consumption and family safety; and a film
and poster campaign for families
(focusing on children) which took place in
each street to inform families of the
proper use of the sewerage network and
the importance of hygiene and sanitation.
Emergency Assistance in Unofficial
Gatherings in Tyre and Bekaa
regions In July/August 2006 the
villages and towns in south Lebanon were
subjected to continuous bombardment by
Israel, displacing several hundred
thousand families. The 14,715
beneficiaries (2,943 families) of this
project were Palestinian refugees living in
unofficial gatherings in Beqaa and Tyre.
The relief parcels supplied to these
families contained food items, cleaning
materials and hygiene items designed to
last for two weeks. These were delivered
to eight gatherings in South Lebanon
(Tyre): Borghlieh, Eitaniyeh, Kfar Bada,
Jimjeem, Qasmieh, Jal El Baher,
Shabriha, Wasta (located north and east
of the city of Tyre), and to two gatherings
in the Beqaa valley: Saadnayel and

16
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WA emergency appeal has helped restock pharmaceutical
supplies in Al Ahli Hospital

Taalabayel (located between the towns of
Shtoura and Zahle). Following approval
of the final report, the E.C.
Humanitarian Office transferred the final
grant for this project in early 2007.

Young Patient at Al Ahli Hospital in Gaza
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Puppets from UK to Lebanon

Hand-knitted puppets sent to refugee children

In 2007 residents of a small village in
Suffolk hand-knitted puppets which were
sent to kindergartens for young
Palestinian children in the refugee camps
in Lebanon. The puppets were divided
into four collections and stored in special
display boxes – generously constructed by
a team of Palestinians in Al Buss refugee
Camp. The first box went to Al Najdeh
Association in Al Buss Camp. When
invited to choose a puppet there was a
mad scramble to be first. These
comments from the children clearly
illustrate what a great success the
donation of hand puppets has been:

“…they are beautiful colours and I want to play
with them all the time”
“…I love them and want to take one home”
“…I think these puppets are special because we
can talk to each other through them”
The remaining three cases were
distributed to the following kindergartens:
Ghassan Kanafani, al Beddawi Camp
Tripoli, INAASH, al Jaleel Baalbeck and
Beit Atfal al-Summoud, Shatila Beirut.

17
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Financial Statements
Statement of Financial Activities

Balance Sheet as at

st

For the year Ending 31 December 2007*
Incoming Resources

£

General Donations

85,109

Investment Income

26,508

Main Programme Grants

201,005

Emergency Programmes and Appeals

289,202

Total Incoming Resources

686,933

st

31 December 2007*
Fixed Assets
Tangible Assets

Current Assets

Grants Payable

Information / Awareness Raising

18,011

Governance

15,416
3,387
16,139

Total Resources Expended

703,103

Net Income / Expenditure for Year

101,279

Total Fund as at 1st January 2007

481,310

Total Fund as at 31st December 2007

380,031

20

£

603,759
46,391

Cost of Generating Funds

£

(£6,014)

£

Project Activity Costs

Exchange (Gain) / Loss

1,034

385,011

Current Liabilities
Resources Expended

£

Total Net Assets

£
380,031

*The statement of Financial Activities and Balance Sheet are not
the full statutory accounts but are a summary of the information
which appears in the full accounts. The full accounts have been
audited and approved by Kingston Smith. For further information
the full accounts including the auditor’s report, can be obtained
from Companies House.
For further information, the full accounts (including the
auditor’s report) can be obtained from Companies House.
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Main Programmes in 2007
Main Programmes in 2007
Health
Emergency support for East Jerusalem Hospitals

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
£
78,468

Gaza Community Based Rehabilitation Programme 110,000
Supporting Disabled Children in Palestine and Lebanon 60,000
Shirin’s Fund for Children with Special Needs

15,000

Recreational Facilities for Children

12,650

East Jerusalem Hospitals Project – service contracts
Education

8,005
£

Schools Health Programme

50,000

Inclusive Education for Young Disabled Children
in Refugee Camps in Lebanon (Big Lottery Fund)

15,016

Services for Children at Risk

10,000

Books to Camp Libraries in Lebanon

12,155

Emergency
Sewerage Network in Gaza

£
132,031

Emergency Support for Lebanon

34,232

Gaza Emergency Appeal

34,000

Other

£

Replanting Community Orchards & Olive Groves

16,000

Advocacy

13,721

SOAS Conference

1,000

Enough Coalition

981

Camden Abu Dis Friendship Society

500

Total

The trustees greatly appreciate the support and help that has been
offered to Welfare Association during 2007/8. We have benefitted
from a number of very generous gifts in kind. In particular we
would like give our thanks to Mr. A. M. Qattan for generously
continuing to provide us with free office accommodation and to
Ayam Creative for updating our website free of charge. Special
thanks are also due to Ms. Patricia Lewis who offered us a
wonderful collection of hand-knitted puppets which we sent to
four kindergartens for young children in refugee camps in
Lebanon. We would like to thank Diana Safieh, Zeina Sawaya
and Peter White for their generous support and work in the office
throughout the year and also thanks are due to our new young
volunteers Julia & Renee Helou, Farrah & Zane Qutteneh and
Yolande Fabri for their wonderful support with a variety of tasks
ensuring our office move went smoothly.

Mr Acton
Mr S Alexander
Mr Len Aldis
The Ashworth
Charitable Trust
Big Lottery Fund
Camphill Rudolf Steiner
Schools
The European Commission
The European Commission
Humanitarian Office
Mr. R Farah
The Fulmer Charitable Trust
The Hadley Trust
Mr MA Hakmi

Ms A Hall
M Harris
Mr S Hughes
The Independent
Mr G Kardouche
Ms Karen King
Ms J Kennedy
Ms M Martin
The Rowan Charitable Trust
Mr D Smith
The Sutasoma Trust
Mr P White

£603,759
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Small UK Advocacy / Education Programme
Welfare Association implements a rightsbased approach to its development
projects, recognises underlying causes of
particular situations and conflicts and
looks to raise awareness within the UK
on relevant issues. Advocacy and
campaigning remains, however, a very
small component of our work and is
within Charity Commission guidelines.
In 2007 Welfare Association worked with
Crisis Action, Oxfam, Christian Aid, Save
the Children, UNISON and others and
met with UK government departments to
discuss the situation in Palestine and
Lebanon and to highlight difficulties
facing local communities and preventing
our projects with them from going
forward. In September 2007, we took a
small cross-party delegation of Members
of Parliament to visit our projects in
Palestine.
We have also provided small grants for
specific UK activities including the
Camden Abu Dis Friendship Association
which was able to invite a group of
school children from Jerusalem to meet
with London schools, to the Enough
Coalition, highlighting the continued
Israeli occupation of the West Bank and
Gaza and how that impacts on the life of
Palestinians and to a conference at the
School of Oriental and African Studies
studying the economy and other sectors
in Palestine.
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Plans for the Future
Notwithstanding the deteriorating
economic and political situation in
Palestine and the increasing wider
regional instability, Welfare Association
will continue to fund both emergency
projects and development projects. The
trustees’ current strategy is to move
steadily back into longer-term
development work, guided by its protocol
of continuous needs assessment and
project prioritisation and emphasising
work with the most vulnerable
communities and especially with children.
We are hoping that the region will
stabilise in order to allow maximum
positive impacts to flow from these efforts.

British MPs visit Gaza.(from left to right) - Karen Buck
MP, Sara Apps, Richard Burden MP, Julie Morgan MP,
Julia Wickham, Suhaila Tarazi (Hospital Director), Martin
Linton MP, Alistair Carmichael MP
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